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POEMS
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AKBAR DOUGLAS
This is a Poem Book on different ways I will (Inshallah) get money or ways that I have already got money, that I chose to share with people who are in the Hood/Ghetto/Streets and are having financial crises in these tough money times. For you Single Sisters out there, PAGE 5 - MARSEL is something to be checked in to. I believe you will be glad you did. Contact me About it, I will write back (Asap)!

DISCLAIMER

All Results Vary From Person to Person, Following anything in this Poem Book. The Author/Publisher Shall Not be held liable for anything.

Contact Author @

Akbar Douglas #1205875
Bland Correction Center
256 Bland Farm Road
Bland, Virginia 24515
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Chasing Money is What I'm Pursuing/
This is what happens First, I become a college student/
They say "knowledge is power", so this is worth doing/
But First I make sure to fill out the F.A.F.S.A./
It's an Application that will get me to Money Faster/
It deals with Grants, Work Study and Financial Answers/
Once they send the checks, I will be a Money Master/
I'm going to get the checks soon, from the F.A.F.S.A./
And I will let you know what happens after/
Me -> Getting this money isn't a Game/
But I wouldn't do nothing that brings me shame/
Me getting money is a Mission I couldn't name/
Then all of a sudden, to my Brain it came/
Networking Amongst millionaires Everyday, okay/
Now me going to be Rich, you don't even need to say/
I will just mingle with many millionaires/
And even in Prison, there's Plenty still in there/
I won't bring no schemes or no scams/
I got some things in the scenes, that's not shame/
Thinking of it now, all of the fame/
I'm like a Lion that you gotta keep tame/
All because I invented and got in a Mission called Name/
IN THE MIX

It's been said people locked up are in the way/
If you ask me straight up, that's not a good thing to say/
Not going anywhere for a while, here's a snickers or twix/
I got my Favorites or I got my picks/
People in Jail or Prison, I Call them in the mix/
Some of them are poor, some of them are on/
I Charge them small dollars for legal errands and getting Bond/
I Will explain that in detail when time is Fix/
But there is always Love and money in the mix/
ALL AROUND

Money is All Around/
Money is All I Found/
People will hand it to you now/
I know you are asking "how?"/
I speak all the words that are only nouns/
When I say that money is All Around/
Some have the nerve to say money come, money go/
I am bold enough to tell them only "no"/
Then I say that "money come, money invest"/
Damn I'm a genius, / Damn I am overly blessed/
Bout to be a Billionaire, I wonder what next!
MARSEL

Damn, MARSEL - how I want it/
This ain't no Marvel Comic/
I know it when I see it, I'm on it/
It will be either Chocolate or Caramel/
This eye candy is better than Ice Cream at Carvel/
What I'm talking about, I won't tell/
It's another money hustle, MARSEL/

Poor women in the hood, if you ask I will reveal/
Holla at me, I will holla Back, and keep it real/
This Book is absolutely Free!
The Other Books must be by Fee/
Never could I understand, Imagine this/
There is a Book that is called SADDESTITCH/
That's a Book that's cover is stapled, ain't that a Itch/
Me getting money, off books like that is how to get Rich/
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Legal Assistant

Just got locked up, with no future vision?

I'm Available, Call now and help is there in an instant.

You say you want a Re-Hearing, if the judge will listen,

Then I will get you in Court, Inshallah, I'm Very Persistent.

You didn't commit the crime, I will get the charge dismissed.

Call on me, with your money right, and I won't resist it.

Call on motion movements, so motions can be Submitted.

But Call on Allah (Subhana Watala) first, so He can send this Legal Assistant.
MASEEDS

If I need it, then I must be poor/
Not needing alcohol or weed kid, but much, much more /
I will not be afraid to Ask THIS /
"Can I please have some money?", but only from MASJIDS /
I am a muslim, who has an ISLAMIC Community /
Consisting of other muslim Brothers devoted in UNITY /
Y.A. Imam if I need help, I will see you /
And if you need an Author or Paralegal, Contact me too /
I Apologize, it's that I'm on my last check /
For all the donations, I thank everybody at the MASEEDS /
Along with Financial Help, Islam is Beautiful to take in /
To all of the muslims, Assalamu Alaikum /
CERTIFIED FLAGGER

Standing on a road, having a slow/stop paddle, doesn't lose my Swagger
It gives me $100 a day and makes me a Certified Flagger
I only had to watch a small little video
At a Temporary Employment Agency and that was it ya/
From there, I was completely good to go/
Hard Hat, Steel Toe Boots, with Flagger Certification Card/

You see how that goes, Swagger and patience ain't hard/Make more money, then the workers at a Sanitation Plant/Work one year, and let my ten year Vocation Start/
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Easier done than said/
I'm the one who gets to stock the Bread/
After I set up the publishing company/
It sells itself and wants nothing from me/
The publishing industry makes me the man/
And the only time books will print, is on Demand/
Which means Cash comes to my Hand, in Advance/
And this is icing on the cake, to the Public Sin'
First look up Publish, then look up Publisher/

That's the Finisher, that's the Punisher/
Imagine working with all of America, from Romoko, Uganda/
It's a little city, and I am a devote winer,
It's like dabbling and dabling in spells and potions/
But it's a dab in the ink from a pen and we got motions,
you can't work law like me, unless you know it

Soon many people in America will call me
I thank Allah (subhanawatahu) cause Unlike Drake, it ain't all me
you can join now and be part of the Consuit Party/
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Islamic Merchant

I heard Missy tell someone "I like how hard you work it".

Whoever it was, got nothing on an Islamic merchant.

Picture buying two hundred dollars' worth of shipped product.

It's value will be tripling, the birth of big bucks.

And I ain't talking about drugs and illegal things.

I'm talking about love, peace, and legal means.

As well as lotions, incense and hair-grease.

And I won't forget about the musk's oil.

Islamic Merchant, that my business call.

You can contact Marine Industries for your catalog.
Think about a webinar post/
Talking "live" on the internet, that's the most/
This is even better than any TV Talkshows/
Peep the code up on this Seminar Host/
Put together twenty chairs in four rows/
Make space, so you can walk around and tour those/
Have to see what happens next, as it goes/
These people pay you Forty dollars, from their Billfold/
That's three thousand two hundred dollars, it will explode/
Every time you do a Seminar, you Seminar Host/
I gave you all you really need, your in, I'm Ghost/
MACHINE VENDOR

Life and everything is beautiful, I mean splendor/
Money coming at me literally everyday, as a Machine Vendor/
We could talk about yummy Tummy, but everything remember/
When you use the A.T.m. machine that's me, January through December/
Exchanging your cellphone for cash at a machine, I'm the buyer your the seller/
In a photo Booth taking a picture for 5.00, who's That? should I tell ya?/
I guess I'm the best, my performance is Stellar!/
Taking a seat in a massage chair?, yes, I'm the Machine Vendor/
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Insha Allah, by the will of Allah (Subhan-Allah)
A gym for the Muslims, Finally Alhamdulillah
With that gym, membership will only be a few dollars
In this gym there won't be no kind of music
Quranic recitation in the headphone on machines, you can use it!
With each Salah, Loud Speakers Call the Adhan /
Easily stop the work-out to Pray, then back to work-out,-Conewow/
The men work-out in a separate part of the gym /
So while they work-out they will not see the women /
To this gym, there will be more features /
When you get there, I will be glad to meet you /
Lots of Muslims in prison, men and women, seeking to get married and looking for permission. They are very intelligent but need some insight. If you want to get married, this is your right! We just match you up with someone of same mind. This is where I came in as a Muslim Prisoner Marriage Assistant. We can make this a reality. Something imagined and distant. It is a lot closer than you think, no kidding! Contact me, put in the fee, and let's go get it! I will be your marriage assistant if your Muslim in prison.
Conclusion

As you read the *Get Money Poem Book*, its meant to read like Rap Songs. Also its meant to be read in order. While I am in prison (For about 5 to 7 1/2 months), I First Apply For F.A.F.S.A., which I have done already. So now when I get out, I got checks to pick-up for college and living expenses. The Everything else goes in order from there. Take your time reading this Book, as there may be some things you like in it. If something sparks your interest, holla at me (A.S.A.P.). I will show you the Easiest Way to do it, to the best of my Ability.
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You ladies or single sisters out there in the Hood/Ghetto/Streets, I know you going through immediate money problems and other financial crises.

On Page 5 - Marzel it involves you and you will love it - I believe! Must be eighteen or older.

Contact me about it!

Akbar Douglas #1203875
BLAND CORRECTION CENTER
256 BLAND FARM ROAD
BLAND, VIRGINIA 24315

Overall, I hope all of you who read Get money poems liked it for the most part, and there are many other legal ways to get money.

Peace, Always!
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AUTHORS NOTE

Stay Tuned for a Book Coming to Prisons Foundation (Insha Allah) coming next month Called THE TRUTH.

It does shed some light on issues people face in prison and/or jail.

IF you have loved ones anywhere in America in Jail/Prison it’s a must read.

It will be more to read then this poem book which comes to over 20 pages.

The book coming in next month will be from 110 to 120 pages and is more In-Depth.

It’s real thought provoking and is such that you must think not only when you read the book, but when you think of who are running things!
May it work on getting your loved ones out of prison or jail. Because that's what its time for. Getting a lot of men and women and teenagers back to society, to be who they can be. And to enjoy the freedoms that all free people enjoy!

Peace and Stay Bright!

Thank you Allah (Subhanawataa)
Thank you Mommy and my Brothers
Thank you Prisons Foundation
Thank you ALL my Readers
About the Author

The author is obviously an author. He is also a prisoner in the process of figuring some charges that didn't really reply or apply to him. He will be in society very soon. (Instead)

Further, the author is an independent robot and will be a few or a lot of other titles. The author is also willing to marry a Muslim sister in prison with a long-term, and if not, then like-ten sisters.

So if you have friends or loved ones in prison with the long-term/life-term tell them about me, and you can write to me. Two authors.

Author at: Akbar Douglas #1203875
Blacksburg Correctional Centre
256 Blacksburg Farm Road
Blacksburg, Virginia 24060